Cross Stitch Charts

L’ABC complet de la brodeuse
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ACB-GRI

L’ABC complet de la brodeuse
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 8 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is 60 x 60 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 25.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Toile de Jouy»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCTJ-GRI

Le grand ABC «Toile de Jouy»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 30.00  (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Audrey»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCA-VIN

Le grand ABC «Audrey»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Chats»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCCH-DIM

Le grand ABC «Chats»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Chromo»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCCH-GRI

Le grand ABC «Chromo»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 4 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 30 x 30 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 25.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

La grande histoire de Noël 50 grilles
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHN-GRI

La grande histoire de Noël 50 grilles
Charts of different shapes to create greeting cards, christmas tree decorations, customised gifts and much more. Printed on 160 gr paper, the chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Jolis Toutous»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCTOU-DIM

Le grand ABC «Jolis Toutous»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Pâtissier»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCPAT-GRI

Le grand ABC «Pâtissier»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de Bébé

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCGHB-GRI

This story is told with fifty different designs of all shapes to cross-stitch. Big and small patterns will allow you to create cards, bedroom decorations, little toys and more. You will also be able to embellish your baby’s clothing and accessories. Perfect for a customised gift. The chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de la cuisine

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHC/GRI

This story is told with fifty different designs of all shapes to cross-stitch. Big and small patterns will allow you to create lovely designs for your kitchen. Kitchen towels, jars of jam, potholder, baskets and more ... A chart you'll want to take a bite out of! The chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Rivages»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCR-GRI

An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Jolis coeurs

Modello: SCHLBP-JC-GRI

A beautiful chart with romantic hearts that can be adapted to pretty much anything: curtains, tablecloths and much more. The chart is made of 4 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Dimensions if stitched on 28ct linen or 14ct aida: 31 cm x 36.5 cm

Price: € 15.00

(incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de l'ouvrage 80 grilles

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHO-GRI

Charts of different shapes to create greeting cards, accessoires decorations, customised gifts and much more. With 4 different main themes: Floral, country, retro and vintage. So that every one can stitch their own story. Printed on 160 gr paper, the chart is made of 10 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 37.00 (incl. VAT)
Un jour sur le pont Alexandre III - Linen

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

A beautiful girl runs by the most famous bridge in Paris. Where is she going with that dreamy look on her face?!

Semi-kit contains the chart with the DMC threads list and the symbols; the 28ct. linen fabric (44 x 36 cm) and an «Eiffel Tower» shaped charm.

Threads and needle are not included.

Price: € 33.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de Noël N°2

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Fifty charts of different shapes to create greeting cards, Christmas tree decorations, customised gifts and much more. Printed on 160 gr paper, the chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Toile de Jouy» Blue

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCTJB-GRI

Le grand ABC «Toile de Jouy»
An alphabet to embroider on linen or fabric. The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches. Made in France.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire des enfants : 50 motifs

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHE-GRI

On the sea shore or wrapped up in snow, on the school benches, behind the stove in the kitchen, under the Christmas tree or lost in the wilderness, Perette's tiny characters are having fun while providing us with 50 creations waiting to be reinvented.

The children's story, designed by Perrette Samouiloff, is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC). It contains 50 charts.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de la montagne: 50 motifs

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHM-GRI

A collection of 50 patterns of all sizes, for a cross-stitched way of telling the story of mountain. Lots of colors and designs to embellish cushions, throws, home and kitchen accessories or for the creation of a special panel. The chart is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC). It contains 50 charts. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC Linge ancien

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCLA-GRI

Printed on thick (160g) paper over 7 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot! French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Le grand ABC «Couture Années 50»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCCO-GRI

It’s the Alphabet Chart you’ve always dreamed of! The letters are all different with decorated with buttons, scissors and sewing accessories, so couture! Printed on thick (160g) paper over 7 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot!
French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Botanique»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCBOT-GRI

This alphabet is a true poetical garden where flowers interwine with letters. Pansies, tulips, buttercup or rose? Discover the scent of your initial.
The chart is made of 8 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches.
French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Babouchka»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCB-GRI

This alphabet is inspired by russian folklore with valiant Cossacks, lovely russian dolls, sumptuous churches and horses in their bright colors.
The chart is made of 7 pages with large letters. Instructions and DMC list are included. Each letter is about 50 x 50 stitches.
French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Petite histoire de ballerine

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-PHB-GRI

This chart includes 6 delicate patterns dedicated to classical ballet. the smaller pattern measures about 35 x 30 stitch count, while the bigger one measures about 60 x 37 stitch count. They can be used individually to customize bags and accessories or together to create a lovely picture. Instructions and DMC list are included. French creation.

Price: € 13.00 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire des bords de mer: 50 motifs

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHME-GRI

A collection of 50 patterns of all sizes, for a cross-stitched way of telling the story of sea. Lots of colors and designs to embellish cushions, throws, home and kitchen accessories or for the creation of a special panel. The chart is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC). It contains 50 charts. Made in France.

Price: € 33.00 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de nos meilleurs amis : 50 motifs

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHMA-GRI

A collection of 53 Cross Stitch Charts in all sizes with our 20 favorite animals: mice, ponies, ducks, hamsters, rabbits. A lot of colors and patterns for pillows, blankets, curtains and home accessories decoration.
The chart is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC). It contains 53 charts. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Le calendrier de l’avent

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-CAA-GRI

The cross stitch chart of the Advent Calendar is printed on thick paper 160g, with 5 pages, symbols and colors (DMC).
The calendar is composed of 24 charts of different sizes, from 30 x 30 points to 50x50 points and a great chart from 50x70 points.
Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Stitchable band Les Petits Fermiers - Linen

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: KITLBP-BBFPF-DIM

In cream coloured 12 count linen with a satin stitch hem, this band to embroider measures 14 cm by 1 m. Threads and needle are not included. The pattern and DMC colour chart are included with the band to embroider. Made in France.

Price: € 24.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Le grand ABC «Imagier»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCI-GRI

Printed on thick (160g) paper over 8 pages each letter is approximately 46x60 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot! French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Le grand ABC «Les Parisiennes»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCP-GRI

Walking in a chiffon dress to Saint-Germain-des-Prés, in pencil skirt and on high heels to Avenue Montaigne, in black dress and pearl necklace to Opera or capri pants, ballerinas and marinière along the the Seine, this ABC is a delightful story of the legendary elegance of Parisians. Printed on thick (160g) paper over 7 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot!
French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N°1 «Fleurs»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN1F-GRI

The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 117 points high by 88 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 16 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N°3 «Vichy»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN3V-GRI

The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 117 points high by 86 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 15.5 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire «Paris est un poème»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHPP-GRI

This story is told with thirty-six different designs of all shapes to cross-stitch. Big and small patterns will allow you to create lovely designs for your home. A very romantic and poetic chart! The chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire des messages brodés : 33 motifs

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHMB-GRI

This story is told with 33 embroidery cross stitch designs, small and big patterns! Printed on 160 gr paper, the chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included.
Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Le fil de l'amitie

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-RINASCERE-DD

Color Chart For Counted Cross Stitch. 83 x 94 Stitches. 20 colours. Designer: Véronique Enginger

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)

Materials list: In the following page you will find the list of materials needed to complete the work.
Materials needed: Le fil de l'amicie

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belfast Linen 32 count - Flax</th>
<th>DMC Mouliné 948</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 754</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 349</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3809</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 598</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 987</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 435</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 3031</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 543</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné 948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC Mouliné 413</td>
<td>DMC Mouliné White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
La grande histoire des Vacances Vintage : 34 motifs

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHVV-GRI

From the Mont Saint Michel to the Alps, Nice to New York, in a camping car or on a bike, in bikini or pareo, here are 34 different embroidery patterns to summon up the holidays. It’s a world of escape, in a charming, small format that can be embroidered or endlessly swapped with other enthusiasts. These very small format embroideries - only 46 x 32 point - are designed to be swapped between different embroidery enthusiasts! You can send or give your embroidery to a friend and she can give you hers!

The name of the work, the date it was completed, your name and postal address (or e-mail address) should be written on the back of the card. It is particularly important that you sign the card. All this information is written on a small cloth label that is delicately sown onto the reverse side of the embroidery. The «Vintage holidays» story comprises 34 different patterns and a mini-alphabet so that you can give a personal touch to your embroidery work. It is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC).

Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N°2 «Tweed»
d: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN2T-GRI

The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 106 points high by 88 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 19 cm high x 16 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N°4 «Les pois»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN4P-GRI

The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 118 points high by 88 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 15.5 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N°5 «La rayure»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN5R-GRI

The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 116 points high by 87 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 15.5 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de Noël Vintage N°3
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHNV3-VIN

Fiftyfour charts of different shapes to create greeting cards, christmas tree decorations, customised gifts and much more. Printed on 160 gr paper, the chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Le grand ABC «Les petites Parisiennes»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCLPP-GRI

Printed on thick (160g) paper over 7 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot! French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire des chatons

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

always ready to play and to cuddle, these kittens will melt your heart! 50 cross-stitch charts to add a feline touch to your accessories and gifts! The chart is made of 8 pages. Instructions and DMC list are included. Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire des femmes des années Vintage : 50 motifs
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHFV-GRI

Printed on thick (160g) paper over 8 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot!
French creation.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Le grand ABC «Les petites filles modèles»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCPFM-GRI

We really love this alphabet chart: it has a real touch of childhood about it and sweet youth is woven into each letter. For which little girl will you embroider it? An adorable Camilla, a delightful Madeleine or a mischievous Sophia? Whether good or even rather naughty, these cross stitch little girls are so very sweet - they just have to be embroidered! Printed on thick (160g) paper over 7 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot!

French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Le grand ABC des années folles
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-ABCDAG-GRI

Your own initial, that of your mother or the initial of your favourite girlfriend, all of them decorated by Jean Patou, Jeanne Lanvin or Paul Poiret….. such a fun idea, isn’t it? A real twenties style hat, fringes and a strings of pearls: you can be absolutely sure that all the personalised accessories that you will be embroidering from now on will be a raving hit! Printed on thick (160g) paper over 7 pages each letter is approximately 50x50 points. You can use random letters to customise your belongings or choose to embroider the lot!

French creation.

Price: € 31.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N° 8 «La dentelle»
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN8D-GRI

Here is needle or bobbin lacework from Calais, Alençon, Valenciennes or Chantilly to add that special touch of exquisite refinement to your outfit. It’s rather like looking through a designer’s notebook as this eighth fashion parade shows us how lacework has evolved from simple black and white so that we can now enjoy a whole spectrum of wonderful colours. The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 120 points high by 88 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 16 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Madame Toile de Jouy
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GTTJR-GRI

This printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 170 points high by 84 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 31 cm high x 15 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 13.00 (incl. VAT)
**Ma tarte aux myrtilles**

di: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GMYR-GRI

This printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 109 points high by 109 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 19,5 cm high x 19,5 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

**Price: € 13.00** (incl. VAT)
Bon appétit bébé

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GBABB-GRI

These two printed patterns include symbols and colour references (DMC) all on two pages. They are each 29 points high by 92 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 5 cm high x 16,5 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Pour ma lingerie
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GPMAL-GRI

These two printed patterns include symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. The first chart is 36 points high by 107 points wide while the second chart is 20 points high by 76 points wide.

Price: € 11.00 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Broder Paris
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GBPA-GRI

These two printed patterns include symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. The first chart is 36 points high by 109 points wide while the second chart is 20 points high by 76 points wide.

Price: € 9.00 (incl. VAT)
Marie-Antoinette
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GMAA-GRI

This printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 73 points high by 131 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 13 cm high x 23.5 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 14.00 (incl. VAT)
Petit ABC « Vintage »
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GPABCV-GRI

This printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) on two pages. It is 147 points high by 138 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 26.5 cm high x 25 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Petit ABC « Bébé » rose

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GPABCR-GRI

This printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 116 points high by 116 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 21 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

Petit ABC « Bébé » bleu
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GPABCB-GRI

This printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 116 points high by 116 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 21 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire de la gourmandise

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHG-GRI

If you are fond of pancakes, love waffles, or if you are an expert in anything that involves chocolate, then this special story in the form of an advertisement can be enjoyed at any hour of the day or night. So, once night falls, don’t hesitate to get up and have a nibble and embroider all at the same time!! This story is told with 50 embroidery cross stitch designs, small and big patterns! It is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC).

Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Cross Stitch Charts

**Couronne Sylvestre**
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GCOS-GRI

The printed chart includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 77 points high by 77 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure 14 cm High x 14 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5.5 count aida. French Design.

**Price: € 15.00** (incl. VAT)
Greetings cards made of paper or, for you embroiderers, your good wishes expressed via your needlework? December is the month for sending cards and it is a most loving tradition. You can send your best wishes for happiness for the New Year on just a small card or on a rather bigger one, all embroidered by you with very special love. This story is told with 31 embroidery cross stitch greeting cards! It is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC). Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)
Défilé de mode N°9 «Robes de soirée»

da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GDMN9R-GRI

Whether you're dreaming of divine haute couture dress and ultra-chic pilgrim like Grace Kelly, or Audrey Hepburn, here is the time for an embroidery, what you dream of the queen of a night. This ninth fashion show reminds us that the evening dress will always make us the most beautiful to go dancing!

The printed pattern includes symbols and colour references (DMC) all on one page. It is 120 points high by 88 points wide. Your finished embroidery will measure around 21 cm high x 16 cm wide whether you use 11 count linen or 5,5 count aida. French Design.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
La grande histoire des mini-motifs de Noël
da: Les Brodeuses Parisiennes

Modello: SCHLBP-GHMMN-GRI

With 65 different motifs, all of them so very attractive, 4 different alphabets and two sets of numbers, we have no doubt that this year your loving good wishes will be created with the thread of tenderness. It's an ideal way to make some truly adorable decorations and little hand-made presents: and such a wonderful selection! This story (65 charts) is printed on thick paper 160g, 8 pages, with symbols and colors (Ref. DMC). Made in France.

Price: € 34.50 (incl. VAT)